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Create A Great CareerÃ¢â‚¬â€•Your job will be a great job because you are the one doing it! You'll

make a great contribution rather than just filling a job description.Know Your StrengthsÃ¢â‚¬â€•You

bring a unique, conscience to the world of work.Define Your CauseÃ¢â‚¬â€•The business world

teems with fascinating challenges and opportunities. You'll find the cause that matters most to

you.Build Your VillageÃ¢â‚¬â€•You'll create your own community of people who can help you in

your great careerÃ¢â‚¬â€•and whom you can help in turn.Master the Job-search

ProcessÃ¢â‚¬â€•You'll make a resume that actually works for you and never suffer through a job

interview again.
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Brilliant! Once again, Stephen Covey, along with Jennifer Colosimo, has tapped into a unique

perspective to create a timeless classic. Great Work, Great Career is a very important, convincingly

argued, and highly motivating book compelling us all to identify our desired contribution in life, and

go after it! This is one of the most encouraging and useful books of our time. ----Rick Smith, author

of The LEAP: How 3 Simple Changes Can Propel Your Career from Good to GreatIf you want a

truly great career starting right now buy this book. Covey and Colosimo will not only change the way

you think about your work, they ll also give you the smart tactical guidance you need to get your

next big offer. --Keith Ferrazzi, author of Never Eat Alone: And Other Secrets to Success, One

Relationship at a TimeI urge you to read this remarkable book! It offers the push you need to

transform yourself, prosper, and get the career satisfaction you crave. --Roby Ryan, author of 60



Seconds & You're Hired!If you want a truly great career starting right now buy this book. Covey and

Colosimo will not only change the way you think about your work, they ll also give you the smart

tactical guidance you need to get your next big offer. --Keith Ferrazzi, author of Never Eat Alone:

And Other Secrets to Success, One Relationship at a Time --This text refers to an alternate Audio

CD edition.

Do you have a good career, a mediocre career, or a great career? How do you know? And just how

do you create a great career? Whether you're looking for a job or want to make the job you already

have more meaningful, this book is for you. *CREATE A GREAT CAREER Your job will be a great

job because you are the one doing it! You'll make a great contribution rather than just filling a job

description. *KNOW YOUR STRENGTHS You bring a unique, unreproducible combination of talent,

passion, and conscience to the world of work. *DEFINE YOUR CAUSE The business world teems

with fascinating challenges and opportunities. You'll find the cause that matters most to you. *BUILD

YOUR VILLAGE you'll create your own community of people who can help you in your great-and

whom you can help in turn. *MASTER THE JOB - SEARCH PROCESS you'll make a resume that

actually work for you and never suffer through a job interview again. --This text refers to an alternate

Audio CD edition.

The theory, mindset and concepts of the book is Excellent! It provides a positive light and

Perspective to illustrate the right way to get a job.However it's like 20,000 feet high, not practical

enough. Its tools and examples are there but insufficient to implement the theory well.I would

recommend read other books like value proposition design, what color is your parachute or articles

from the muse to complement it.Overall it's a good book and the concepts is worth a read.

Amazing read, I am college student preparing to enter into my career path soon. After reading this

book I feel a lot more confident in my ability to make a meaningful contribution in my field of work.

With the new mind set created by this book I no longer feel paralyzed in finding a great career.

This is a principle centered focus on carreer advancement and contribution. The way this book

shows a simple incremental plan for putting your career into persective and how much you can

control of it, if you know how; makes this a valuable tool for any employee with an actual job or in

search of one. Alos, general management and HR managers will find this principles and tools very

powerfull in terms of developing a strong working force driven by the right working habits.



this book introduces many new ideas on the issue. absolutely worth reading.new fresh look on the

employers' needs and job requirements of this era.

I was confident that Stephen R. Covey would put together a good book, but this one really

exceeded my expectations. My resume is so much more powerful than it was before reading this

book. I have been invited to interview with every company that has reviewed my resume since I

used the techniques in "Great Work, Great Career" to help me reform it.

Really enjoyed all the great information. Specially the part about finding a career that fits your Talent

(what your good at), Passion (what you love to do), and Conscience (what satisfies your

Conscience). Stephen also makes some great points on finding a job and standing out in an

interview.

Valuable content for anyone that finds passion in any thing they do. After buying the book several

years ago, I often reference it for inspiration in finding ways to reach others.

Strengths, passion and concience are elements that would help to find what should be your

contribution in this life. Well it would lead you to a plan or a system to reach that goal.
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